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Heating catalogue



Ebeco’s products don’t just provide opportunities for effective heating. Many 

of them also result in reduced energy costs. We have therefore produced the 

Energy Saver symbol. Look for products marked with the Energy Saver symbol 

to save energy!

This symbol helps you 
to save energy!
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The idea of allowing heat to rise through the floor was 
already around during the heyday of the Roman Empire. 
In those days they used hot flue gases from the fireplace, 
which were made to pass through ducts in the floor en 
route to the chimney.

Underfloor heating still can’t be beaten today when 
it comes to having comfortable floors (just imagine the 
enjoyment of standing barefoot on a tiled floor in the 
middle of winter). Furthermore, Ebeco underfloor heat-
ing offers you more advantages:

With the right heat distribution in the room, you can lower 
the temperature by 2-3 degrees and still enjoy a pleasant room 
climate as you have the heat down at your feet. 
A prerequisite for this is that the room is well insulated.

Ebeco underfloor heating is a low temperature system, which 
produces a more agreeable climate with no hot, stale air. It 
also creates less air movement and thereby less dust particles in 
the air, which produces a healthier environment, especially for 
people with allergy problems. 

As the heat comes from the floor, there is less dampness in 
carpets (e.g. bath mats) which reduces the risk of mites and 
bacterial growth.

Floors in hallways/entrances easily get damp, especially in the 
autumn and winter when wet shoes and umbrellas etc. are 
brought in. 

Ebeco underfloor heating quickly dries up splashes in rooms 
such as hallways, bathrooms and laundry rooms. Moreover, 
underfloor heating protects against damp in the floor.

One might certainly question why we have heating on the walls. 
With normal radiators we get most warmth at head height – 
where we have least need of it. With Ebeco underfloor heating 
you get the ideal heat distribution – warmer at foot level and 

We feel best when the indoor temperature is 18–20°C at head height  
and about 23–25°C at foot level.  

A heat distribution that can only be achieved with underfloor heating.

cooler at head height.
 
Radiators seldom enhance the sense of aesthetics in a home. Sofas 
etc. are often placed in front of radiators to conceal them, which 
instead obstructs the heat. With Ebeco underfloor heating you get 
an even and invisible source of heat.

In distinction from waterborne heating, which is often turned 
off during the summer period, Ebeco electric underfloor heating 
enables you to keep selected surfaces (such as tiled floors) warm 
and dry all year round.

Waterborne underfloor heating is installed a long way down 
in the floor structure, which provides a “more sluggish” system. 
Electric underfloor heating, on the other hand, is often in-
stalled close to the surface which means that the air in the room 
quickly becomes warm and energy consumption is reduced. 
 With a “fast” system and good control, it is possible to take 
more advantage of additional heat from external sources (such as 
heat from an oven or sunlight). Electric underfloor heating is in 
addition considerably simpler and cheaper to install. 

Creating rooms for life

An underfloor heating system is an electric power installation and shall therefore be installed and connected according to nationally applicable electrical regulations.
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We have underfloor heating for all rooms

Kitchen
Underfloor heating is certainly a good idea in the kitchen. 
Just think about how much standing and moving around 
you do in the kitchen. Wooden flooring, vinyl floor cover-
ing or even ceramic tiles. There is always an appropriate 
Ebeco system. See guide p. 10.

Hall
In the hall you often get dampness and splashes from wet 
shoes. Underfloor heating can help to dry this up.

Why restrict the use of underfloor heating to individual 
rooms and areas? Underfloor heating can be installed 
anywhere in your house and there is an Ebeco under-
floor heating system for all rooms and requirements.

The power requirement varies depending on type of room. In 
general a somewhat higher power output is desirable for ceramic 
tiles and natural stone floors and a lower output for wooden 
floors. The table to the right shows the power requirementfor 
total heating calculated according to the room’s total area. The 
values apply to a house with normal insulation.

Bedrooms
Underfloor heating also enhances bedrooms. You don’t have 
to step onto a cold floor when you put your feet down in the 
morning. Moreover, you get an invisible source of heat and can 
arrange the furniture with no obstructions. There are Ebeco 
systems for all substrates and floor coverings.

Cellars/recreation rooms
Concrete floors are often poorly insulated. Cellar floors such 
as laundry rooms and recreation rooms are often cold and 
sometimes dampness is also a major problem. In these cases 
a special system is required to minimise downward heat loss 
and thereby consumption of power. Our Ebeco Cable Board 
with Cable Kit 300, 200 is an excellent option if you want to 
install a tiled or natural stone floor. For wooden floors, use 
Ebeco Foil with Ebisol. Read more in the guide on p. 10.

Forbo

Poliface

Type of room Power requirement, W/m2

Hall, entrance  90–120 W/m2

Sitting room, kitchen, bedroom 80-100 W/m2

Bathroom, shower room 90-120 W/m2

Cellar/concrete on ground (good insulation) 90-120 W/m2

Cellar/concrete on ground (poor insulation)  100-160 W/m2

Garage  60-100 W/m2

Conservatory  130-160 W/m2 (partial heating)
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Bathroom/toilet
Bathrooms and toilets are the most common spaces in which 
to have underfloor heating. Underfloor heating is especially 
pleasant here as you are often barefoot and tiles, which are 
otherwise so cold, are a common floor covering. Furthermore, 
the heating helps to dry out the moisture. 

Conservatory 
You can even have underfloor heating in the conservatory. 
The cable is either embedded into a concrete slab, or laid in a 
layer of screed above the existing floor. Imagine what a warm 
conservatory floor feels like! Multiflex 20, Cable Kit 300 and 
Thermoflex Kit 160W are three options for conservatories. 
See the guide p. 10. 

Extensions, new concrete slab
With extensions, underfloor heating can be embedded directly 
into the concrete slab. This has no effect whatsoever on the 
build-up height, and you can subsequently choose whichever 
floor covering you want!

Extensions, open wooden joist frames
Underfloor heating can also be installed when you have an 
open wooden joist frame. As the underfloor heating is placed 
inside the wooden joist frame the build-up height is unaffected 
and the choice of flooring is optional. This is a cheap and easy 
way to install underfloor heating and the floor becomes well 
insulated underneath.

Forbo

M
arazzi

Santex

Living room/sitting room
Underfloor heating is an excellent form of heating in the 
living room. You get an invisible source of heating and 
can arrange the furniture however you like without hav-
ing to take radiators into consideration. Tiles, wood, vinyl 
floor covering or even marble floors. Underfloor heating 
is perfectly suitable for all types. See the guide on p. 10.
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Comfortable underfloor heating. 
All year round, year after year

Safe heating
All Ebeco’s systems are CE marked. The 
CE mark on a product certifies that the 
product complies with the EU’s funda-
mental health, environmental and safety 
requirements. 

Energy Saver
Ebeco’s products don’t just provide op-
portunities for effective heating. Many 
of them also result in reduced energy 
costs. We have therefore produced the 
Energy Saver symbol. Look for products 
marked with the Energy Saver symbol to 
save energy!

Solid heating
Ebeco’s cables are tested in order to with-
stand tough mechanical stress and have 
an optimal balance between thinness and 
strength.

Thanks to it’s unique construction, 
Ebeco’s heating foil is almost indestruct-
ible. If you should happen to make a hole 
in the foil, it will result is such a small 
loss of heat that your feet will never be 
able to feel it.

Smart heating
Most of Ebeco’s underfloor heating sys-
tems are only a few millimetres thick. 
The thinness of the construction results 
in faster and simpler installation as there is 
no need to raise door thresholds or reduce 
the size of doors that open inwards. 

Guaranteed heating
We give you 10 years guarantee on all of 
our Kits. The guarantee now also includes 
the thermostat, which makes the Ebeco 
guarantee to the best on market.

Durable heating
Ebeco’s heating cables are insulated with a 
Teflon material which gives them a higher 
heat resistance than many other cables on 
the market. This means that Ebeco’s cables 
are less prone to wear and thereby have a 
considerably longer life span. Secure heating

Ebeco’s heating systems have been devel-
oped to meet the most stringent safety 
and environmental requirements. All 
cables have a built-in return conductor 
and electromagnetic fields are therefore 
negligible. 
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Ebeco guarantee

We guarantee our Kits for 10 years. To 
make things easy, we give the same 
guarantee on all parts - including the 
thermostat. This makes our garantee 
the best on market. You can trust Ebeco.
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Choosing the right system
Ebeco’s underfloor heating systems have a variety of characteristics and 
designs which make them particularly suitable for certain rooms, substrates 
and floors. Below is an overview of the systems, and where each one should 
be fitted. Further details about each system can be found on page: 12-22.

Ebeco Cable Board
In conjunction with Cable Kit the insulation board Cable 
Board constitutes a fast-acting, energy saving system which 
is optimally controlled by means of a programmable ther-
mostat. Read more about Cable Board on pages 16-17.

Ebeco 
system guide

Series of three Ebeco Cable Kits 
Complete underfloor heating kits designed to be 
laid under ceramic tiles and natural stone floors. 
Particularly suitable for irregular areas with a lot of 
obstacles, such as bathrooms. Can also be installed 
under vinyl floor coverings in wet rooms and in 
wooden joist frames. Read more about our three 
Cable Kits on pages 12-15. 

Su
bs

tr
at

e

Floor covering
Tiles and natural 

stone floors
Wooden and   

laminate floor
Vinyl floor  covering 

- dry rooms
Vinyl floor  covering 

- wet rooms

Chip-/plasterboard 
Well insulated concrete floor

Poorly insulated  
floor

Open wooden joist frame

Embedding in 
concrete slab

Cable Kit el. 
Thermoflex Kit

Cable Kit 300/200+ 
Cable Board

Cable Kit

Multiflex 20

Cable Kit 300 el. 
Multiflex 20Conservatory

Foil Kit + Ebisol

Foil Kit + Ebisol

Cable Kit Cable Kit Cable Kit

Multiflex 20 Multiflex 20 Multiflex 20

Foil Kit + Ebisol

Foil Kit + Ebisol

Cable Kit 300* el. 
Multiflex 20*

Cable Kit 300* el. 
Multiflex 20*

Cable Kit

Cable Kit

---

*Only for comfort heating
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Ebeco Thermoflex Kit
Complete underfloor heating kit designed to be laid 
under ceramic tiles and natural stone floors. Having the 
cable in a plastic net is very suitable for open, uniform 
areas with few obstacles, for example halls, large bath-
rooms or sitting rooms. 

Thermoflex Kit is now a series consisting of Ther-
moflex Kit 300 and 100. What is different are the 
thermostats. Choose between EB-Therm 100 and the 
programmable EB-Therm 350. In addition, there is the 
Thermoflex Kit 300 with 160W/m2, which is primarily 
intended for conservatories on concrete floors. Read 
more on p. 18.

Ebeco Foil 
Heating foil developed for laying under laminate, 
wooden floors and vinyl floor coverings. A popular 
choice in, for example, sitting rooms, bedrooms and 
kitchens.

In conjunction with Ebisol insulation sheet, pro-
vides optimum use of energy. Read more on p. 20-21.

Ebeco Multiflex 20
Heating cable designed for embedding in sand or in 
concrete slab. Read more on p. 22.

Better resolution is 
needed. Peter 031
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Ebeco Cable kit – more options
- three complete underfloor heating kits for ceramic tiles and natural stone floors

Installation
The cable is laid in a 4 mm thick layer of screed on existing 
floor structures such as concrete, plaster- or chipboard. It 
can also be laid in wooden joist frames. When installed 
in a wet room under a vinyl floor covering the power is 
normally approx. 75 W/m2. The screed layer must be a 
minimum of 10 mm above the cable to ensure a sufficient 
dissemination of heat. 

Laying on concrete, chipboard or plasterboard

Cable Kit guide 300       200 50 

 Concrete substrate • • •
 Wooden joist frame • •  •
 Plaster-/Chipboard • • •
 Up to 120 W/m2 • • 

 Cable Board 

 compatible • •   

 Conservatory, up to

 160 W/m2  •    

Contents Cable • • •
 Range 14 pcs 14 pcs 8 pcs

 Thermostat EB-Therm 350 EB-Therm 200  EB-Therm 50

 Flexible conduit • • •
 Drumholder • • 

 Glue sticks •  • 

 Fixing tape • •  

 

 Fuzzy technology • • •
 Floor sensor • • •
 Room sensor •  •  

 Energy saving function • •  

 Programmable •  

 Colour options •     

Laying in wooden joist frame

We have now further expanded our product 
range. Cable Kit is now a series which consists 
of three kits: Cable Kit 300, Cable Kit 200 and 
Cable Kit 50. The series has been developed to 
enable customers such as yourself to find a kit 
which is right for precisely your requirements. 
The options cover everything from field of ap-
plication and installation to control systems. 
Furthermore all Cable Kits now include digital 
thermostats using fuzzy technology, which pro-
duce a more even temperature.

Substrate and 
area of applica-
tion

Thermostat 
functions
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Save energy with the right control 
system
The three kits offer three thermostat options. The choice 
is based entirely on your preconditions and requirements:

EB-Therm 350 is a programmable thermostat which ena-
bles setting of times and temperatures entirely according to 
your wishes. This facilitates optimal energy saving. 

EB-Therm 200 is a preprogrammed thermostat with an 
energy saving function, which means lower temperatures 
during certain periods of the day and night. 

EB-Therm 50 is a thermostat with a floor sensor. 

3 different thermostats

Proposed group picture

Effective insulation  
When laying underfloor heating it is important that the 
substrate is well insulated so that heat does not escape down-
wards. Cable Board insulation sheet is specially designed 
for Cable Kit 300, 200 and is intended to be laid on poorly 
insulated floors. By combining Cable Kit 300, 200 with Cable 
Board you get a fast-acting, energy efficient system. Read 
more about Cable Board and how you can save electricity 
on pages 16-17.

Thin cable - low diameter
Cable Kit includes one of the market’s thinnest cables with 
a diameter of only 4 mm. Ideal if you require a low-build 
system. The cable is flexible and pliant which considerably 
simplifies laying. Cable Kit is easy to fix using tape or hot 
melt glue. The tape makes installation fast and flexible. 
Sometimes a combination of tape and hot melt glue can 
be the most advantageous. The series gives you the option 
of choosing which fixing method to use.

Fuzzy technology in all thermostats
All EB-Therms are digital and equipped with fuzzy technol-
ogy, which means that from the outset the thermostat is gath-
ering the data on which it bases its calculations as to when it 
should turn on and off. The technology reduces fluctuations 
in temperature, which results in a more even temperature and 
lower energy consumption (see figure). Read more about the 
thermostats on pages 24-25.

Thermostat with 
fuzzy technology Normal thermostat

TE
M

P

TIME
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Ebeco Cable Kit 300

Accessories for the Cable Kit series 
ARTICLE NUMBER ARTICLE	
E 85 816 68 Extension frame for all EB-Therm thermostats
E 85 816 78 Front Cover Aluminium (only fits EB-Therm 350)
E 85 816 79 Front Cover Bronze (only fits EB-Therm 350)
E 89 605 45 Fixing tape, 15 mm x 25 m, sufficient for approx 4 m² (an appropriate quantity is included in Cable Kit 300/200)
E 16 474 38 Glue sticks 1.8 kg (an appropriate amount is included in Cable Kit 300/50)
E 16 474 37 Ebeco Glue gun
E 89 605 49 Primer 1 litre, sufficient for approx 25 m² 
E 89 601 80 Ebeco Cable Board for 3.6 m² 
E 21 643 06 Earth fault relay 25A/2-pole/30 mA
E 21 800 02 Cover for earth fault relay IP40
E 89 603 90 Metal cable carrier for wooden joist frame (for installation in wooden joist frame)
E 89 603 92  Plaster net 10x1 m (for installation in wooden joist frame)
E 89 603 94  Plaster net 0.8x1.2 m (for installation in wooden joist frame)

EB-Therm 350 
- digital thermostat 
using fuzzy tech-
nology and LCD 
display. Program-
mable for optimal 
energy saving. 

ARTICLE NUMBER ARTICLE POWER LENGTH AREA AT C/C  AREA AT C/C  AREA AT C/C AREA AT C/C AREA AT C/C    
     approx9CM AND approx11CM AND approx15CM AND approx7CM AND approx8CM AND 
     120 W/M2 100 W/M2 75 W/M2 160 W/M2 140 W/M2  

E 89 608 70 Ebeco Cable Kit 300 150 W 13.5 m 1.3 m2 1.5 m2 2.0 m2 0.9 m2 1.1 m2  
E 89 608 71 Ebeco Cable Kit 300 200 W 18.5 m 1.7 m2 2.0 m2 2.7 m2 1.3 m2 1.5 m2  
E 89 608 72 Ebeco Cable Kit 300 260 W 23.0 m 2.1m2 2.6 m2 3.4 m2 1.6 m2 1.8 m2  
E 89 608 73 Ebeco Cable Kit 300 330 W 31.0 m 2.7 m2 3.3 m2 4.4 m2 2.1 m2 2.3 m2  
E 89 608 74 Ebeco Cable Kit 300 400 W 37.0 m 3.3 m2 4.0 m2 5.3 m2 2.5 m2 2.8 m2  
E 89 608 75 Ebeco Cable Kit 300 470 W 43.0 m 3.9 m2 4.7 m2 6.3 m2 3.0 m2 3.4 m2  
E 89 608 76 Ebeco Cable Kit 300 540 W 49.0 m 4.5 m2 5.4 m2 7.2 m2 3.4 m2 3.9 m2  
E 89 608 77 Ebeco Cable Kit 300 650 W 58.0 m 5.4 m2 6.5 m2 8.7 m2 4.1 m2 4.7 m2  
E 89 608 78 Ebeco Cable Kit 300 810 W 73.0 m 6.7 m2 8.1 m2 10.7 m2 5.0 m2 5.8 m2  
E 89 608 79 Ebeco Cable Kit 300 960 W 86.0 m 8.0 m2 9.6 m2 12.8 m2 6.0 m2 6.9 m2  
E 89 608 80 Ebeco Cable Kit 300 1180 W 107.0 m 9.8 m2 11.8 m2 15,7 m2 7.4 m2 8.4 m2  

E 89 608 81 Ebeco Cable Kit 300 1380 W 124.0 m 11.5 m2 13.8 m2 18.3 m2 8.6 m2 9.8 m2  
E 89 608 82 Ebeco Cable Kit 300 1710 W 155.0 m 14.2 m2 17.1 m2 22.7 m2 10.7 m2 12.2 m2  

E 89 608 83 Ebeco Cable Kit 300 2080 W 187.0 m 17.3 m2 20.8 m2 27.7 m2 13.0 m2 14.9 m2 
COMPLEMENTARY KIT FOR LARGER AREAS - WITHOUT THERMOSTAT

E 89 608 90 Complementary kit  1180 W 107.0 m 9.8 m2 11.8 m2 15.7 m2 7.4 m2 8.4 m2  
 Cable Kit  

Characteristics
Cable Kit 300 offers the most options with 
regard to range of applications as well as 
installation. Both tape and glue sticks are 
included, providing greater options for 
fixing the cable. EB-Therm 350 is also 
included - a programmable thermostat with 
an LCD display and the latest energy saving 
fuzzy technology.

Combine for increased 
energy savings
The system is compatible with the 
Cable Board insulation sheet, which 
means that Cable Kit 300 
is also suitable for poorly 
insulated floors. 

Cable Kit 300 – even in 
conservatories
More power is required in a conservatory 
than indoors to ensure that there is sufficient 
heating. As Cable Kit 300 can be installed 
in power outputs of up to 160 W/m2, this 
package is ideal for conservatories too 
(see table below). In combination with 
the programmable thermostat, you get an 
economical system. 

Installation
The system can be installed up to 120 W/m² 
on combustible substrate, and up to 160 W/
m² on concrete substrate.

ONly ON  

CONCRETE subsTRATE

Ebeco Cable Kit 300 is also ideal for 
conservatories.

If you would like your EB-
Therm 350 to be another 
colour, aluminium and 
bronze Front Covers are 
available as accessories.

Cable on a drum, practical drum holder, thermostat, 
flexible conduit, fixing tape and glue sticks.
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Ebeco Cable Kit 200

Ebeco Cable Kit 50

ARTICLE NUMBER ARTICLE  POWER LENGTH AREA AT C/C AREA AT C/C   AREA AT C/C

      approx9 CM AND approx11 CM AND approx15 CM AND  

      120 W/M2 100 W/M2 75 W/M2 

E 89 608 50 Ebeco Cable Kit 200  150 W 13,5 m 1.3 m2 1.5 m2 2.0 m2 
E 89 608 51 Ebeco Cable Kit 200  200 W 18.5 m 1.7 m2 2.0 m2 2.7 m2 
E 89 608 52 Ebeco Cable Kit 200  260 W 23.0 m 2.1m2 2.6 m2 3.4 m2 
E 89 608 53 Ebeco Cable Kit 200  330 W 31.0 m 2.7 m2 3.3 m2 4.4 m2 
E 89 608 54 Ebeco Cable Kit 200  400 W 37.0 m 3.3 m2 4.0 m2 5.3 m2 
E 89 608 55 Ebeco Cable Kit 200  470 W 43.0 m 3.9 m2 4.7 m2 6.3 m2 
E 89 608 56 Ebeco Cable Kit 200  540 W 49.0 m 4.5 m2 5.4 m2 7.2 m2 
E 89 608 57 Ebeco Cable Kit 200  650 W 58.0 m 5.4 m2 6.5 m2 8.7 m2 
E 89 608 58 Ebeco Cable Kit 200  810 W 73.0 m 6.7 m2 8.1 m2 10.7 m2 
E 89 608 59 Ebeco Cable Kit 200  960 W 86.0 m 8.0 m2 9.6 m2 12.8 m2 
E 89 608 60 Ebeco Cable Kit 200  1180 W 107.0 m 9.8 m2 11.8 m2 15.7 m2

E 89 608 61 Ebeco Cable Kit 200  1380 W 124.0 m 11.5 m2 13.8 m2 18.3 m2

E 89 608 62 Ebeco Cable Kit 200  1710 W 155.0 m 14.2 m2 17.1 m2 22.7 m2

E 89 608 63 Ebeco Cable Kit 200  2080 W 187.0 m 17.3 m2 20.8 m2 27.7 m2

COMPLEMENTARY KIT FOR LARGER AREAS - WITHOUT THERMOSTAT

E 89 608 90 Complementary kit Cable Kit 1180 W 107.0 m 9.8 m2 11.8 m2 15.7 m2

 
Accessories - see table for Cable Kit 300

Characteristics
Cable Kit 50 contains all you need to 
install underfloor heating: cable, glue 
sticks, flexible conduit and the EB-
Therm 50 thermostat.

Characteristics
Cable Kit 200 is also a kit to consider if you 
are thinking in terms of low energy con-
sumption. The EB-Therm 200 thermo-
stat has an energy saving function with 
two programs, one for the home environ-
ment and one for the office environment, 
which gives you the opportunity to 
control the system in an energy efficient 
manner.

EB-Therm 200 
- thermostat 
incorporating an 
energy saving func-
tion with two preset 
programs.

Combine for increased 
energy savings 
The system is compatible with 
Cable Board insulation sheet, 
which means that Cable Kit 
200 is also suitable for poorly 
insulated floors.

Installation
Maximum power output is 120 W/m².

Installation
Maximum power output is 110 W/m².

ARTICLE NUMBER ARTICLE POWER LENGTH AREA AT C/C  AREA AT C/C  AREA AT C/C AREA AT C/C AREA AT C/C    
     approx9CM AND approx11CM AND approx15CM AND approx7CM AND approx8CM AND 
     120 W/M2 100 W/M2 75 W/M2 160 W/M2 140 W/M2  

E 89 608 70 Ebeco Cable Kit 300 150 W 13.5 m 1.3 m2 1.5 m2 2.0 m2 0.9 m2 1.1 m2  
E 89 608 71 Ebeco Cable Kit 300 200 W 18.5 m 1.7 m2 2.0 m2 2.7 m2 1.3 m2 1.5 m2  
E 89 608 72 Ebeco Cable Kit 300 260 W 23.0 m 2.1m2 2.6 m2 3.4 m2 1.6 m2 1.8 m2  
E 89 608 73 Ebeco Cable Kit 300 330 W 31.0 m 2.7 m2 3.3 m2 4.4 m2 2.1 m2 2.3 m2  
E 89 608 74 Ebeco Cable Kit 300 400 W 37.0 m 3.3 m2 4.0 m2 5.3 m2 2.5 m2 2.8 m2  
E 89 608 75 Ebeco Cable Kit 300 470 W 43.0 m 3.9 m2 4.7 m2 6.3 m2 3.0 m2 3.4 m2  
E 89 608 76 Ebeco Cable Kit 300 540 W 49.0 m 4.5 m2 5.4 m2 7.2 m2 3.4 m2 3.9 m2  
E 89 608 77 Ebeco Cable Kit 300 650 W 58.0 m 5.4 m2 6.5 m2 8.7 m2 4.1 m2 4.7 m2  
E 89 608 78 Ebeco Cable Kit 300 810 W 73.0 m 6.7 m2 8.1 m2 10.7 m2 5.0 m2 5.8 m2  
E 89 608 79 Ebeco Cable Kit 300 960 W 86.0 m 8.0 m2 9.6 m2 12.8 m2 6.0 m2 6.9 m2  
E 89 608 80 Ebeco Cable Kit 300 1180 W 107.0 m 9.8 m2 11.8 m2 15,7 m2 7.4 m2 8.4 m2  

E 89 608 81 Ebeco Cable Kit 300 1380 W 124.0 m 11.5 m2 13.8 m2 18.3 m2 8.6 m2 9.8 m2  
E 89 608 82 Ebeco Cable Kit 300 1710 W 155.0 m 14.2 m2 17.1 m2 22.7 m2 10.7 m2 12.2 m2  

E 89 608 83 Ebeco Cable Kit 300 2080 W 187.0 m 17.3 m2 20.8 m2 27.7 m2 13.0 m2 14.9 m2 
COMPLEMENTARY KIT FOR LARGER AREAS - WITHOUT THERMOSTAT

E 89 608 90 Complementary kit  1180 W 107.0 m 9.8 m2 11.8 m2 15.7 m2 7.4 m2 8.4 m2  
 Cable Kit  

EB-Therm 50 – a 
digital floor 
thermostat in-
corporating fuzzy 
technology.

Cable on a drum, practical drum holder, thermostat, 
flexible conduit, fixing tape.

Cable on drum, thermostat, flexible conduit and glue 
sticks.

ARTICLE NUMBER     ARTICLE POWER LENGTH AREA AT C/C  AREA AT C/C   AREA AT C/C   
    approx10CM AND approx11CM AND approx15CM AND  
    110 W/M2 90 W/M2 75 W/M2

E 89 608 40 Ebeco Cable Kit 50 150 W 13.5 m 1.4 m2 1.7 m2 2.0 m2

E 89 608 41 Ebeco Cable Kit 50 200 W 18.5 m 1.9 m2 2.3 m2 2.7 m2

E 89 608 42 Ebeco Cable Kit 50 260 W 23.0 m 2.3m2 2.8 m2 3.4 m2

E 89 608 43 Ebeco Cable Kit 50 330 W 31.0 m 3.0 m2 3.6 m2 4.4 m2

E 89 608 44 Ebeco Cable Kit 50 400 W 37.0 m 3.6 m2 4.4 m2 5.3 m2

E 89 608 45 Ebeco Cable Kit 50 470 W 43.0 m 4.3 m2 5.3 m2 6.3 m2

E 89 608 46 Ebeco Cable Kit 50 540 W 49.0 m 4.9 m2 6.0 m2 7.2 m2

E 89 608 47 Ebeco Cable Kit 50 650 W 58.0 m 5.9 m2 7.2 m2 8.7 m2

Accessories - see table for Cable Kit 300 
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- for energy efficient underfloor heating on ceramic tiles
Ebeco Cable Board

Cable Board insulation board is specially 
designed for Cable Kit 300 and 200. The 
combination provides an easily installed 
underfloor heating system designed to heat 
ceramic tiles and natural stone floors.

Save electricity
The system prevents downward heat loss 
at the same time as it allows moisture to 
pass through breather holes. It is fast-acting 
and raises the floor temperature by 5-7 °C 
in an hour, which contributes to efficient 
use of electricity. The rapidity of the system 
means that it is ideally controlled using the 
energy saving thermostats EB-Therm 350 
and 200. See pages 24-25.

Characteristics
Cable Board is a grooved insulation board 
made of extruded polystyrene cellular plas-
tic. Insulation board can withstand most 
conditions and is not affected by water. 

Packing
Cable Board is sold in packs of 3.6 m2, 
which is equivalent to 5 boards. Each board 
is 0.6 m x 1.2 m, i.e. 0.72 m2.

The heat is reflected

Floor surface 
(ceramic tiles)

Ebeco 
Cable Board 

Existing floor

Cold

Moisture is 
allowed to 
pass through 

Determining size of Cable Kit
Measure the open area. Do not include 
areas where cable is not to be laid, e.g. 
under the lavatory, at the floor drain and 
other permanent fixtures. Choose the 
Cable Kit from the table below. For areas 
in brackets, the cable is not sufficient for 
the two outermost grooves. In these cases, 
plan your installation carefully or combine 
two kits.

Cable Kit guide for installation in Cable Board
AREA CABLE KIT 300 CABLE KIT 200

1.4-1.9 m2 E 89 608 70 E 89 608 50
1.9-2.4 m2 E 89 608 71 E 89 608 51
2.3-3.0 m2 E 89 608 72 E 89 608 52
3.1-3.9 m2 E 89 608 73 E 89 608 53
3.7-4.6 m2 E 89 608 74 E 89 608 54
4.3-5.2 m2 E 89 608 75 E 89 608 55
4.9-5.9 m2 E 89 608 76 E 89 608 56
5.7-7.3 m2 E 89 608 77 E 89 608 57
7.3-9.2 m2 E 89 608 78 E 89 608 58
8.6-10.5 m2 E 89 608 79 E 89 608 59
10.7-12.7 m2 E 89 608 80 E 89 608 60
12.4-14.4 (15.4) m2 E 89 608 81 E 89 608 61
15.4-17.5 (18.5) m2 E 89 608 82 E 89 608 62
18.5-20.7 m2 E 89 608 83 E 89 608 63
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Type of material:  Extruded polystyrene
Thermal conductivity: 0.030 W/mC
Melting point:  >100 oC
Ignition point: >380 oC
Max. continuous temp: 75 oC
Water repellence: 100 %
Insoluble in water. Highly resistant to acids and bases.
Soluble in organic solvents. No impact on ozone (does not 
contain freons). Contains no bromine flame retardants.

ARTICLE NUMBER ARTICLE 

E 89 601 80 Ebeco Cable Board for 3.6 m2

Accessories
ARTICLE NUMBER ARTICLE 

E 89 605 49 Primer 1 litre, sufficient for approx 25 m2

Cable Board in conjunction with Cable Kit 300, 200

Cable Board is easy to work with. It is light, produces 
a low build-up height and is simple to cut to size.

The thin, flexible cable is quick to install in the ready-
made grooves. The insulation board prevents heat 
losses down into the ground, at the same time as the 
holes allow moisture to pass through, reducing the risk 
of damage due to dampness.

Installation
Cable Board is 20 mm thick and therefore 
produces a low build-up height. The dis-
tance between the grooves is 10 cm and 
the power output is approx. 110 W/m2.

Cable Board is fixed directly onto the 
floor using tile adhesive. The cable is 
placed in the ready-made grooves and 
attached using tape. It is not possible to 
secure the cable with hot melt glue. The 
grooves are then filled with tile adhesive 
or self levelling screed, after which the 
tiles are laid. 

Tile size > 20x20 cm Tile size < 20x20 cm

Ebeco Cable Kit Tape
Self-levelling 
screed Ceramic tiles

Ebeco Cable Board
Primer

Ebeco Cable Kit

Ebeco Cable Board

Tape Tile Adhesive Ceramic tiles

Existing floor
PrimerTile Adhesive

Tile Adhesive

Existing floorTile Adhesive
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Ebeco Thermoflex Kit
– heating cable mat for ceramic tiles and natural stone floors

Accessories
ARTICLE NUMBER ARTICLE

E 85 816 68  Extension frame for all EB-Therm thermostats
E 21 643 06  Earth fault relay 25A/2-pole/30 mA
E 21 800 02  Cover for earth fault relay IP40
E 89 605 49  Primer 1 litre, sufficient for approx 25 m2

Thermoflex’s self-adhesive construction makes it quick 
to install the mat. The mat is rolled out and attached to 
the existing floor.

Characteristics
Thermoflex is a self-adhesive heating cable 
mat which consists of a heating cable fixed 
with a specific centre to centre (c/c) distance 
on a plastic net. The design means that 
Thermoflex is quick and easy to install in 
open, uniform areas with few obstacles.

Packing
Thermoflex Kit is supplied complete with 
a thermostat and a flexible conduit for the 
thermostat’s floor sensor. Depending on the 
thermostat required, you can choose from 
the Thermoflex Kit 100 (EB-Therm 100 
is included) and the Thermoflex Kit 300 
(EB-Therm 350 is included).

Installation
The thermoflex mat is rolled out and fixed 
in one operation. The system is laid in a 
4 mm thick layer of screed. Thermoflex 
Kit 100 and Thermoflex Kit 300 have a 
power output of 120 W/m2 and may 

120W/m2

Thermoflex Kit 300 Thermoflex Kit 100 

ARTICLE NUMBER	 ARTICLE NUMBER ARTICLE POWER AREA

E 89 602 17 E 89 602 30 Ebeco Thermoflex Kit 120 W/m2 150 W 1.25 m2 

E 89 602 18 E 89 602 32 Ebeco Thermoflex Kit 120 W/m2 200 W 1.7 m2 
E 89 602 19 E 89 602 34 Ebeco Thermoflex Kit 120 W/m2 250 W 2.1 m2 
E 89 602 20 E 89 602 36 Ebeco Thermoflex Kit 120 W/m2 340 W 2.7 m2 
E 89 602 21 E 89 602 38 Ebeco Thermoflex Kit 120 W/m2 400 W 3.4 m2 
E 89 602 22 E 89 602 40 Ebeco Thermoflex Kit 120 W/m2 480 W 3.9 m2 
E 89 602 23 E 89 602 42 Ebeco Thermoflex Kit 120 W/m2 530 W 4.4 m2 
E 89 602 24 E 89 602 44 Ebeco Thermoflex Kit 120 W/m2 640 W 5.4 m2 
E 89 602 25 E 89 602 46 Ebeco Thermoflex Kit 120 W/m2 780 W 6.6 m2 
E 89 602 26 E 89 602 48 Ebeco Thermoflex Kit 120 W/m2 940 W 7.9 m2 
E 89 602 27 E 89 602 49 Ebeco Thermoflex Kit 120 W/m2 1170 W 9.6 m2 

E 89 602 28 E 89 602 50 Ebeco Thermoflex Kit 120 W/m2 1380 W 11.5 m2  
E 89 602 29 E 89 602 52 Ebeco Thermoflex Kit 120 W/m2 1700 W 14.0 m2 
COMPLEMENTARY KIT WITHOUT A THERMOSTAT

E 89 605 96 E 89 605 96	 Complementary kit Thermoflex  1380 W 11.5 m2

  120 W/m2 

Thermoflex Kit 
300 includes 
EB-Therm 
350 - a digital, 
programmable 
thermostat incor-
porating fuzzy 
technology and 
an LCD display. 

Heating system, 120 W/m2 laid on concrete, 
plaster- or chipboard 

Heating system 160 W/m2 laid on concrete

be installed on existing floor construc-
tions such as concrete, plasterboard or 
chipboard. Thermoflex Kit 300 is also 
available with a power output of 160 W/
m2, primarily intended for conservatories 
and only to be laid on concrete substrate.  
Voltage: 230 V.

160 W/m2

Thermoflex Kit 300   

ARTICLE NUMBER	 ARTICLE  POWER AREA

66 556 04 Ebeco Thermoflex Kit 160 W/m2 270 W 1.7 m2 

66 556 08 Ebeco Thermoflex Kit 160 W/m2 430 W 2.7 m2 
66 556 12 Ebeco Thermoflex Kit 160 W/m2 580 W 3.6 m2 
66 556 14 Ebeco Thermoflex Kit 160 W/m2 690 W 4.4 m2 
66 556 16 Ebeco Thermoflex Kit 160 W/m2 870 W 5.4 m2 
66 556 18 Ebeco Thermoflex Kit 160 W/m2 1030 W 6.5 m2 
66 556 20 Ebeco Thermoflex Kit 160 W/m2 1270 W 7.9 m2 
66 556 22 Ebeco Thermoflex Kit 160 W/m2 1480 W 9.3 m2 
66 556 24 Ebeco Thermoflex Kit 160 W/m2 1840 W 11.5 m2 
66 556 26 Ebeco Thermoflex Kit 160 W/m2 2230 W 13.9 m2 

COMPLEMENTARY KIT WITHOUT A THERMOSTAT

66 556 28 Ebeco Thermoflex Complementary kit 1840 W 11.5 m2

 160 W/m2
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120W/m2

Thermoflex Kit 300 Thermoflex Kit 100 

ARTICLE NUMBER	 ARTICLE NUMBER ARTICLE POWER AREA

E 89 602 17 E 89 602 30 Ebeco Thermoflex Kit 120 W/m2 150 W 1.25 m2 

E 89 602 18 E 89 602 32 Ebeco Thermoflex Kit 120 W/m2 200 W 1.7 m2 
E 89 602 19 E 89 602 34 Ebeco Thermoflex Kit 120 W/m2 250 W 2.1 m2 
E 89 602 20 E 89 602 36 Ebeco Thermoflex Kit 120 W/m2 340 W 2.7 m2 
E 89 602 21 E 89 602 38 Ebeco Thermoflex Kit 120 W/m2 400 W 3.4 m2 
E 89 602 22 E 89 602 40 Ebeco Thermoflex Kit 120 W/m2 480 W 3.9 m2 
E 89 602 23 E 89 602 42 Ebeco Thermoflex Kit 120 W/m2 530 W 4.4 m2 
E 89 602 24 E 89 602 44 Ebeco Thermoflex Kit 120 W/m2 640 W 5.4 m2 
E 89 602 25 E 89 602 46 Ebeco Thermoflex Kit 120 W/m2 780 W 6.6 m2 
E 89 602 26 E 89 602 48 Ebeco Thermoflex Kit 120 W/m2 940 W 7.9 m2 
E 89 602 27 E 89 602 49 Ebeco Thermoflex Kit 120 W/m2 1170 W 9.6 m2 

E 89 602 28 E 89 602 50 Ebeco Thermoflex Kit 120 W/m2 1380 W 11.5 m2  
E 89 602 29 E 89 602 52 Ebeco Thermoflex Kit 120 W/m2 1700 W 14.0 m2 
COMPLEMENTARY KIT WITHOUT A THERMOSTAT

E 89 605 96 E 89 605 96	 Complementary kit Thermoflex  1380 W 11.5 m2

  120 W/m2 
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- underfloor heating foil for wooden floors, laminate and vinyl floor covering
Ebeco Foil 

Characteristics
Foil Kit is extremely robust and reliable. 
Furthermore, its thinness, only 0.3 mm, 
minimises build-up height. It has a width 
of 43 cm or 69 cm. The foil is available 
with two different power outputs 65 W/m2 
or 100 W/m2. The foil contains no halo-
gens or PVC.

Installation
The foil is laid directly onto the insulation 
and is connected by means of double-
insulated cables and terminals using a 
special crimping tool. Voltage: 230 V.

Save electricity
Ebisol insulation sheet is used in the con-
struction in order to produce an energy 
saving system.
The insulation sheet reflects heat back 
towards the floor area instead of it disap-
pearing down into the substrate. In addi-
tion the sheet provides insulation against 
both cold and damp from below.

The programmable thermostats, EB-
Therm 350 or EB-Therm 200, with an 
energy saving function (see pages 26-27) 
in combination with Ebisol insulation 
sheet and the foil provide an extremely 
fast and energy efficient system. 

As the heating foil is only 0.3 mm the build-up height 
is extremely low.

The foil is laid directly onto Ebisol insulation – no 
screed or adhesive is needed.

The heat is reflected

Floor 
surface

Plastic film

Ebeco Foil

Ebisol

Existing floor

Moisture and cold
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Ebeco Foil by the metre
ARTICLE NUMBER ARTICLE UNIT WIDTH POWER

E 89 606 06 Ebeco Foil by the metre 43 cm 100 W/M2 

E 89 606 08 Ebeco Foil by the metre 69 cm 100 W/M2

E 89 606 26 Ebeco Foil by the metre 43 cm 65 W/M2 

E 89 606 28 Ebeco Foil by the metre 69 cm 65 W/M2

Accessories
ARTICLE NUMBER ARTICLE  DIMENSIONS

E 85 816 66 Thermostat EB-Therm 350
E 85 816 63 Thermostat EB-Therm 200
E 85 816 62 Thermostat EB-Therm 100
E 85 816 68 Extension frame for all EB-Therm thermostats 81x81x18 mm
E 89 606 79 Connection kit MINI (Material for 4 foil lengths)
E 89 606 80 Connection kit MAXI (Material for 10 foil lengths)
E 03 766 03 Single-core double-insulated connection cable,  

 Blue 1.5 mm2, 25 m. roll
E 03 766 13 Single-core double-insulated connection cable,  

 Black 1.5 mm2, 25 m. roll
E 89 606 90 Crimping tool for Ebeco Foil
E 89 605 41 Flexible conduit 2.5 m. For the thermostat’s floor sensor
E 89 605 46 Fixing tape for foil 38 mm x 33 m
E 21 643 06 Earth fault relay 25 A/2-pole/30 mA
E 21 800 02 Cover for earth fault relay IP 40

E 89 601 70 Ebisol insulation board 3 mm 6m2

E 89 601 72 Ebisol insulation board 6 mm 6m2

Ebisol
- insulation board What is Ebisol?

Ebisol is one of the most efficient insula-
tion materials on the market. Just 6 mm 
of sheeting provides the same level of 
insulation as 24 mm of pine, a 100 mm 
brick wall or 360 mm of normal concrete! 
This makes it an ideal insulation material 
for floors.

An insulation capacity that 
saves energy
The board’s special cell structure 
means that heat is not dissipated. If 
Ebisol is laid in the floor, the heat 
will be efficiently reflected back to-
wards the floor surface. As the “waste 
heat” is utilized, energy is used more 
efficiently, thus reducing energy con-
sumption.

Effective protection against 
damp and cold
Ebisol doesn’t simply save energy, it is also 
provides effective protection against both 
cold and damp. Ebisol is water-resistant 
– it doesn’t rot or get mouldy. Further-
more, Ebsiol has a sound-absorbing effect, 
which means that the floor is “quieter” to 
walk on. 

Note that existing vinyl floor cover-
ings must be removed before installing 
Ebisol.

Technical specifications
Type of material Extruded polystyrene
Water repellence 100 %
Density 40 kg/ m3

Thermal conductivity 0.030 W/mC
Temperature range -60 - +70oC
Ignition point 355oC
Impact sound damping lw +16dB (DIN 552210)
Glue  Water-based glue with no  

solvents

Wooden/laminate floor

Build-up height: 3.5 mm – 6.5 mm 
Foil and Ebisol
Ebeco Foil is always laid on Ebisol insula-
tion sheet. In addition, non-ageing plastic 
film is always used in the construction as 
a vapour barrier.

Ebisol insulation sheet 3/6 mmEbisol insulation sheet 3/6 mm

Vinyl floor covering

Build-up height: 9 mm – 12 mm
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Ebeco Multiflex 20
– heating cable for embedding in sand and in concrete slab

Characteristics
Multiflex is a series resistant heating cable 
with a built-in return conductor, developed 
to satisfy the toughest requirements for 
underfloor heating. The cable is insulated 
with teflon and it is extremely temperature 
resistant which gives it a very long lifespan.

Packing
Multiflex 20 is available in 12 different 
sizes. The cables are supplied on a drum 
with a practical drum holder (does not 
apply to cables under 20 m). Cold cable: 
2.5 m.

Installation
The cable should be embedded in 50 mm 
of concrete. 
In conservatories the cable can also be laid 
in a layer of screed that is a minimum of 
10 mm.

ARTICLE NUMBER ARTICLE POWER LENGTH  EMBEDMENT INDOORS  FILLING/EMBEDMENT OUTDOORS  
      AREA AT   AREA AT  AREA AT  AREA AT 
      C/C 25 CM C/C 20 CM  C/C 15 CM C/C 12 CM 
      AND 80W/M2 AND 100W/M2 AND 130W/M2 AND 160W/M2

E 89 607 00 Multiflex 20 200 W 10 m 2.5 m2  2.0 m2 1.5 m2  1.3 m2

E 89 607 02 Multiflex 20 270 W 14 m 3.4 m2  2.7 m2 2.1 m2  1.7 m2

E 89 607 04 Multiflex 20 350 W 17 m 4.4 m2  3.5 m2 2.7 m2  2.2 m2

E 89 607 06 Multiflex 20 440 W 23 m 5.5 m2  4.4 m2 3.4 m2  2.8 m2

E 89 607 08 Multiflex 20 550 W 27 m 6.9 m2  5.5 m2 4.2 m2  3.4 m2

E 89 607 10 Multiflex 20 720 W 36 m 9.0 m2  7.2 m2 5.5 m2  4.5 m2

E 89 607 12 Multiflex 20 870 W 44 m 10.9 m2  8.7 m2 6.7 m2  5.4 m2

E 89 607 14 Multiflex 20 1090 W 53 m 13.6 m2  10.9 m2 8.4 m2  6.8 m2

E 89 607 16 Multiflex 20 1290 W 64 m 16.1 m2  12.9 m2 9.9 m2  8.1 m2

E 89 607 18 Multiflex 20 1560 W 79 m 19.5 m2  15.6 m2 12.0 m2  9.8 m2

E 89 607 20 Multiflex 20 1840 W 93 m 23.0 m2  18.4 m2 14.2 m2  11.5 m2

E 89 607 22 Multiflex 20 2350 W 115 m 29.4 m2  23.5 m2 18.1 m2  14.7 m2

Accessories
ARTICLE NUMBER ARTICLE

E 85 816 66  Thermostat EB-Therm 350
E 85 816 63  Thermostat EB-Therm 200
E 85 816 62  Thermostat EB-Therm 100
E 85 816 81  Thermostat EB-Therm 50
E 85 816 68  Extension frame for all EB-Therm thermostats 
E 21 643 06 Earth fault relay 25A/2-pole/30mA
E 21 800 02 Cover for earth fault relay IP 40
E 89 603 91 Fixing strip galvanised, 10 m
E 89 609 68 Fixing strip galvanised, 25 m
E 89 605 41 Flexible conduit 2.5 m. For the thermostat’s floor sensor

Embedment in 50 mm concrete
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Ebeco Clear Mirror
– keeps the mirror steam-free

Characteristics
Clear Mirror enables you to look in the 
mirror immediately after showering. It’s 
a simple solution. A self-adhesive foil is 
mounted on the back of the mirror and 
connected to the existing bathroom light-
ing. The mirror heater is activated when 
the light is turned on.

Range of application
Fits most types of mirrors. On larger mir-
rors several mirror heaters can be used in 
combination.

Packing
The mirror heater consists of a self-adhesive 
foil with connecting cables and is available 
in 4 different sizes.

Installation
The easiest way of connecting Clear Mirror is 
to the existing lighting system. The system 
must be fitted with an earth fault relay of 
30 mA. The installation should be carried 
out by a qualified electrician.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Voltage 230V
Connection cable 2 m
Protection class IP44

Double-insulated foil element with a surface layer of polyester and a carbon-based heating element.

ARTICLE NUMBER ARTICLE DIMENSIONS POWER
E 89 606 31 Ebeco Clear Mirror 252 x 274 mm 12,5 W
E 89 606 33 Ebeco Clear Mirror 574 x 274 mm 28 W
E 89 606 35 Ebeco Clear Mirror 519 x 524 mm 50 W
E 89 606 37 Ebeco Clear Mirror 1004 x 524 mm 100 WEbeco Clear Mirror is connected to the existing bath-

room lighting. The mirror heater is activated when the 
light is turned on.

The self-adhesive mirror heater is easy to attach to the 
back of the mirror.
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Control of underfloor heating systems
Today underfloor heating is installed in all 
the rooms and parts of a house. This places 
high demands on temperature control. Ebeco’s 
thermostat series, EB-Therm, consists of four 
thermostats for different requirements – from 
simple to highly advanced control.

Characteristics
All EB-Therms are digital and equipped with 
fuzzy technology, which means that right 
from the outset the thermostat is gathering 
the data on which it bases its calculations as 
to when it should turn on and off. The tech-
nology reduces fluctuations in temperature, 
which results in a more even temperature and 
a lower energy consumption.

        EB-Therm model

Characteristics 350 200 100 50

Fuzzy technology • • • •
Floor sensor • • • •
Room sensor • • • 

Energy saving function • •  

Programmable •   

LCD display •   

Circuit-breaking  
capacity 16A 12A 12A 12A 

Colour options •   

Power reserve*  36 4  

*Number of hours that the programmed settings 
remain in the thermostat in cases of power failure.

EB-Therm 350 with accessories 
ART. NO. ARTICLE DIMENSIONS	 	
E 85 816 66 Thermostat EB-Therm 350 81x81x40
E 85 816 68 Extension frame for all EB-Therm thermostats  81x81x18
E 85 816 78 Front Cover Aluminium (only fits EB-Therm 350) 
E 85 816 79 Front Cover Bronze (only fits EB-Therm 350) 
E 85 816 71 Sensor cable 3 m (Included in the pack)
E 85 816 97 Backplate polar white 86x86x6 mm
E 85 816 98 Backplate aluminium 86x86x6 mm
E 85 816 99 Backplate bronze 86x86x6 mm

The thermostat is equipped with a blue 
back lit display and shows set value, time 
and date. The menu system in conjunction 
with the clear display makes the thermostat 
extremely user friendly. The thermostat 
has three separate temperature regulating 
functions.

EB-Therm 350 is programmable, which 
provides a large number of options for 
personalised settings for a range of tem-
peratures at optional times of the day and 
night entirely in accordance with individual 
needs. These optional settings can be varied 
between weekends and weekdays. Further-
more, the thermostat automatically resets 
according to summer- and wintertime as 

EB-Therm 350
- programmable underfloor heating thermostat for optimal energy saving.

Change the colour of the EB-Therm 350. The 
colours aluminium and bronze are available as 
accessories.

Packing
EB-Therm thermostats are supplied with 
face-plate and frame suitable for flush 
mounting in a standard backbok. The 
thermostats are electronic and polar white 
in colour. A 3 m long sensor cable and an 
IP21 seal for mounting in a wet room are 
included in all packs.

Installation
The thermostats are suitable for flush 
mounting or surface mounting. For surface 
mounting an extension frame (E 85 816 68) 
should be used.

 

well as for leap years.
EB-Therm 350 has two preset energy 

saving programs, for the home and office 
environment respectively. 

To prevent unauthorized resetting, 
the thermostat’s settings can be locked. 
Power reserve in cases of power failure is 
36 hours. 

The thermostat’s original colour is polar 
white, however the Front Cover accessory 
enables the colour to be changed. 

If the existing frame does not cover the 
hole, the thermostat is mounted on a back-
plate. Backplate is adapted to Eljo Trend 
frame-system and available in the colours 
polar white, aluminium and bronze.  

TE
M

P

TIME Thermostat with 
fuzzy technology

Normal 
thermostat
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Control of underfloor heating systems
EB-Therm 200 works on the basis of three 
different functions which regulate the tem-
perature; room thermostat, floor thermostat 
or a combination of room thermostat with 
overheating protection in the floor. 

In addition there is an energy saving 
function which makes it possible to activate 
preprogrammed lowering of temperature 
for daytime or nighttime. EB-Therm has 
two different energy saving programs:

Program for home environment (factory set)
The temperature is automatically reduced 
by 5 °C during the following periods: 
Mon-Fri 08.30-15.00 
Mon-Sun 23.00-05.00

Program for office environment
The temperature is permanently reduced 
by 5 °C except during the period: 
Mon-Fri 08.30-18.00

EB-Therm 200
- thermostat for underfloor heating incorporating an energy saving function

EB-Therm 50 is a floor thermostat with a 
separate floor sensor, which means that it is 
governed solely by the floor temperature. 

EB-Therm 50
- underfloor heating thermostat with floor sensor

EB-Therm 200 100, 50 with accessories 
ART. NO. ARTICLE DIMENSIONS	
E 85 816 63 Thermostat EB-Therm 200 81x81x40
E 85 816 62 Thermostat EB-Therm 100 81x81x40
E 85 816 81 Thermostat EB-Therm 50 81x81x40
E 85 816 68 Extension frame for all EB-Therm thermostats  81x81x18
E 85 816 71 Sensor cable 3 m (Included in the pack)

EB-Therm 100 has three functions which 
regulate the temperature. 
Room- and floor thermostat 
The room temperature is regulated by 
means of a built-in room sensor. The exter-
nal floor sensor functions as a temperature 
limiter. This overheating protection is par-
ticularly important for wooden floors. 

EB-Therm 100
- thermostat for underfloor heating with three functions

Floor thermostat (factory set) 
The floor temperature is regulated by 
means of the floor sensor.
Room thermostat 
The room temperature is regulated by 
means of a built-in room sensor.

Fuzzy-teknik

Fuzzy-teknik
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You will find answers below to some frequently asked questions about underfloor 
heating. If you have further questions or would like to know more about under-
floor heating, contact your Ebeco retailer or visit www.ebeco.com

8 common questions 
about underfloor heating

1. How much does it cost to install underfloor heating?
There is no simple answer. The price will depend on the type 
of system to be installed, as well as the size of area that is to 
be covered. It is best to contact your Ebeco retailer who will 
be happy to assist in designing and pricing a system for you. 
Normally it is significantly cheaper to buy an Ebeco electric 
underfloor heating system than the equivalent water and 
boiler system, and because no specialised skills are needed 
it is also cheaper to install.

2. Can I install underfloor heating myself?
Laying the cables on the floor does not require any special 
skills. However, the electrical connections must be carried 
out by a qualified electrician. There may be different require-
ments in different countries.

3. What are the running costs for underfloor heating?
The running costs will depend on various circumstances. 
Factors such as number of windows, external conditions, 
room size, desired temperature and hours of use will all have 
an effect. However, one of the most important issues will be 
the standard of insulation. Read more about Ebeco’s insula-
tion boards on pages 16-17, 21. Running costs for houses 
built to modern insulation standards are much, much lower 
than for older houses. Ask your local retailer for advice on 
how best to minimise energy consumption.

Underfloor heating is naturally more economical to run 
than conventional heating systems because the same level 
of comfort is achieved with a lower average air temperature, 
reducing the heat losses.
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4. How do I choose which system and which size I require?
The guides in this booklet give information as to which 
systems suit which types of floor. However, your Ebeco 
retailer will be more than happy to design the system fully 
for you. When measuring how much floor space you need 
to cover, remember to deduct areas that are covered by fixed 
units such as baths, showers, fitted wardrobes etc.

5. What are the guarantee terms?
We give you 10 years guarantee on all of our Kits. The 
guarantee now also includes the thermostat, which makes 
the Ebeco guarantee to the best on market.

Ebeco cables are very durable but they can be damaged in 
two ways; either from heavy-handedness during installation 
or when a hole is drilled in the floor at some later date, pos-
sibly to secure a toilet or similar. Care must be taken to avoid 
this happening. If a fault does occur, professional equipment 
is available to locate the damaged section, and normally only 
a small part of the floor will need to be lifted.

6. How much power is required?
The power will depend on the type of system that is installed 
and the climatic conditions of your area. However, in many 
cases a heat output of about 100-120 Watts per square 
metre is sufficient, but rooms with high heat losses, such 
as conservatories, and older, less well insulated buildings, 
will require more.

7. Can I combine underfloor heating with my existing 
system?
Electric underfloor heating operates entirely independently 
of any other heating system you already have. It runs off 
mains voltage and therefore does not need to be connected 
to your existing boiler. While it is designed to be able to 
be the sole source of heat, it can be installed in an existing 
building purely on a “floor warming” basis. In this case your 
thermostat only operates on floor temperature and not on 
the ambient room temperature.

8. What about electromagnetic fields?
There have been discussions about the electromagnetic 
fields produced, but for electric underfloor heating cables 
that have a built-in return wire (twin core cables) these are 
negligible. Current runs in both directions, which means 
the electromagnetic fields neutralise each other. All Ebeco´s 
cables have this twin core design.
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More heating 
Ebeco develops heating systems for the property market and for industry. 
Our main areas are underfloor heating and frost protection. If you would 
like further information about any of our other product areas and products, 
you are welcome to contact Ebeco or visit www.ebeco.com
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Underfloor heating for caravans
Ebeco doesn’t only have underfloor heating for houses. You can 
also buy Ebeco underfloor heating for your caravan or camper. 

Frost protection
One of Ebeco’s main areas is frost protection It principally involves 
protecting pipes such as water pipes, drainpipes, gutters and 
downpipes from freezing. Ebeco’s self-regulating cables prevent 
everything from your water pump at home in the cellar to large 
industrial applications from freezing.

Snow melting
The Ebeco snow melting mat makes it easy to keep entrances, 
garage driveways, ramps etc., free of snow.

Ceiling heating
The heyday for ceiling heating was in the 70s. Today we mainly 
supply ceiling heating when it involves repairs, refurbishment or 
extending existing constructions.

Thawing frozen ground
During the winter you might need help with thawing out frozen 
ground. Ebeco’s heating mat will thaw out soil, sand, fodder, 
bales etc. It can also heat up tanks, machines and electric cables.

Concrete curing
To make work on building sites easier and quicker when pouring 
concrete slabs, use Ebeco’s heating cables for concrete curing.

Heating churches
Most churches have a high ceiling and large dimensions, which 
makes heating them more difficult. Ebeco supplies a church 
heating system which is installed underneath and on the back of 
pews. The heat benefits the congregation without damaging the 
church’s paintings and wooden artefacts.

Industry
Ebeco is also involved in preplanning and supplying a lot of 
heating cables for the industrial sector. This usually involves 
heating and maintaining a variety of products such asphalt, oil 
and chemicals at the correct temperature in order to maintain 
the correct consistency.

The Ebeco snow melting mat makes it 
easy to keep entrances, garage driveways, 
ramps etc., free of snow.

Ebeco frost guard protects exposed 
water pipes from frost damage.
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Oslo Airport
OSLO, NORWAY

When you are at Gardemoen Airport in Oslo, Norway, you won’t 
get cold feet. Ebeco were awarded the commission of heating 
all the connecting walkways to the planes. ECEX heating cable 
was used here. In addition the commuter lounge is heated by 
means of Ebeco underfloor heating. In total 16,000 m of Ebeco 
heating cable has been installed here with a total power output 
of 450,000 W. 
  

We create heating solutions for all 
sizes of building, both large and small
For more than 25 years we have been developing, designing and projecting heating systems at Ebeco for 
a range of needs within the industrial and property sectors, and for detached houses. Our strength lies in 
our extremely high level of expertise and our long experience in the field. Added to which is a wide and 
comprehensive range of high quality products. This enables us to offer customised technical solutions which 
meet the customers’ current and future requirements. A selection of the projects we have been working on 
in recent years are presented below.

DANBURY, ESSEX

Paul Gladman and Kerry Medhurst’s new house uses revolutionary new building methods 
based on environmental and sustainable criteria. It is so impressive that it won the Build 
It Magazine Self-Builder of the Year Award 2005. The electric underfloor heating on the 
ground floor installed by Ebeco UK (when they were known as Penguin Europe Ltd) works 
so well that there is no need for radiators, nor for any heating at all upstairs. This house 
is not only a family home, but also a showcase for a new kind of self-building technique.

A family home project

Photo: Trond Isaksen/O
slo Lufthavn A

S

Photo: Knut Bry/O
slo Lufthavn A

S

Photo: Lindholmen Science Park AB

Photo: D
arren Chung Photography
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Company/building Field of application/product 
GN2 Design  Winner of Build it Magazine´s Self-builder of the 

Year 2005.
Bradley Miller  16 flats in a refurbishment of an old mill near Skipton.
Cotswold Wildlife Park Heated area in leopard compound
Astra Hässle, Gbg and Sthlm   Frost protection of roof and pipes, snow melting 

on the ground, heating of dog kennels 
Borgholms ruined castle Multiflex heating cable for drying purposes
Centralhuset in Göteborg  Multiflex 20 underfloor heating in 350 bathrooms
Flintab AB  Snow melting Multiflex on weighbridges for cars 

and trucks
Frigoscandia Equipment AB  Multiflex heating cable prevents frozen soil under-

neath cold storage rooms throughout the world
Hotel Liseberg Heden, Gbg  Cable Kit underfloor heating in all bathrooms
Hotel Scandic Crown, Gbg  Thermoflex underfloor heating mats in all bath-

rooms
Kalmar Castle Underfloor heating
Kista entrance Frost protection facility for roof 
Concert Hall in Göteborg Frost protection facility for roof and ground
Office premises in Värnamo  Cable Board and Cable Kit underfloor heating 

system in 400 m2 of office premises 
Myresjöhus (builder) Ebeco Foil and Cable Kit underfloor heating

Annandale Road project 
GREENWICH, GREAT BRITAIN

Durkan New Homes wanted a heating solution for a development 
of 118 apartments at their Annandale Road project in Greenwich, 
London SE10. They wanted a heating system that was quick and 
easy to install, economical to run and that would also make full 
use of room space.

Ebeco UK provided the solution with Multiflex 20 electric 
underfloor heating cables. Installation resources and costs are kept 
to a minimum because of the speed of fit. The cables are laid out 
to a specific spacing and held down onto the insulation using a 
simple fixing method, the room is now ready for a pumped screed 
- It’s as easy as that!

Noel O’Dowd, Technical Director of Durkan New Homes 
quotes “we found that the build process was greatly improved 
thanks to better coordination and a reduction of clashes with 
other services”.

Ebeco AB
GöTEBORG, SWEDEN

Naturally our products have also been installed in our 
own building. The underfloor heating system Cable 
Board and Cable Kit is installed throughout the lower 
floor in the office premises. On the upper floor, Depron 
and Ebeco Foil are installed underneath the wood floors. 
The warehouse building is entirely heated by Multiflex 
20 which is embedded in the concrete slab. Ebeco Snow 
Melt is installed in the ground at the 
goods inward terminal and at the 
entrance to maintain them free of ice 
and snow during the winter.

Photo: Ebeco A
B

Company/building Field of application/product
Nynäs AB in Södertälje  Temperature maintenance of process pipes for 

asphalt
OK Q8  Frost protection for roof and snow melting for the 

ground at stations in West Sweden
Partbyggen AB in Kalix   Multiflex 20 underfloor heating in several hotels 

in Denmark and Norway
Pharmadule Emtunga AB  BHS concrete curing in modules for pharmaceuti-

cal factories throughout the world
Sahlgrenska Hospital, Göteborg  Snow melting using Ebeco Snow Melt for helipad
Göteborg City Hall   Frost protection facility for roof
Stockholm Water AB  Frost protection facility for roof
Strand Hotel Stockholm Snow melting facility, Ebeco Snow Melt
Säffle Karosseri AB  Depron insulation in Volvo busses (the company 

is part of the Volvo group)
Södertälje Hospital Frost protection facility for roof
Al Ray Food Ind, Saudi Arabia Temperature maintenance in the food industry
Ice cream factory in Costa Rica  Temperature maintenance of pipes carrying 

chocolate  
Neste Oxo, Belgium  Temperature maintenance of process pipes in a 

hazardous area
Uniteam, Norway  Ebeco Foil underfloor heating in 54 mobile con-

tainers in a field hospital in Kazakhstan

OTHER REFERENCE PROjEC TS

Photo: Martin Fox
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EBECO AB
Lärjeågatan 11 
415 25 Göteborg, Sweden

Tel     +46 (0)31-707 75 50
Faks    +46 (0)31-707 75 60

info@ebeco.se

ebeco.com


